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BESTSELLERS
Kevin Tran & Fanny Antigny
Ki & Hi
Volume 1 : Deux frères
(Two brothers)
Michel Lafon, 2016, 200 pages

◊

Over 400,000 copies sold in
France. Number 1 Manga seller
since its publication

◊

Kevin Tran is known through the
channel Rire Jaune, which numbers
over 2.8 million subscribers and
more than 310 million views!

◊

One of the greatest YouTubers of
Europe launches his book, in the
vein of Natoo and EnjoyPhoenix.

A manga inspired by the greatest comic managas such as
Akira Toriyama and his Dr Slump, that creates a prolific
and totally crazy world!
Ki and Hi are two totally off-the-wall brothers. The first is
fat, lazy and dominating, the second is short, skinny and as
dishonest as they come. Paper clones of Kevin and Henry,
like them they get themselves into unlikely situations. How
to win a basketball match against a crocodile? Can you
really empty an “eat all you want” sushi restaurant? Is it
still possible to set off in conquest of YouTube? All
questions that Ki and Hi are unwillingly going to answer!
Kevin Tran: creator (with his brother Henry) in 2012 of
Rire Jaune, a comedy video channel that has inspired an incredible
community of 2.8 million fans, and the only self-proclaimed Asian
to make people laugh without an accent, he is now launching a new
challenge : publishing his manga!
Fanny Antigny : this talented blogger would never have
dreamed that a simple drawing would change her life. Yet it was
after seeing an illustration of hers inspired by Rire Jaune
thatKevin asked her to give birth to Ki and Hi. This is her first
comic strip, which she brings off with panache.
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BESTSELLERS

Silène Edgar & Paul Beorn
14-14

Bragelonne, April 2014, 352 pages

◊

Strong suspense right up to the
end: what will happen to the boy in
1914?

Two teenagers exchange letters. One lives in 2014... the
other in 1914.

◊
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Rights sold in: Czech Republic
(Albatros Media/CooBoo), Taïwan
(Prunsoop), China (Eastern),
Brazil, Lithuania (Nieko Rimto),
Latvia (Janis Roze). Korea
(Prunsoop), Taiwan (Eastern),
Slovakia (Albatros Media).

◊

English samples are available!

◊

Prix des Incorruptibles 20152016

◊

Prix Tatoulu 2016

◊

Prix Gulli 2014 for best novel

◊

Prix du roman contemporain de
Poitiers

◊

Prix des Embouquineurs

◊

Prix des P’tits Bouquineurs en
Seine

◊

Themes close to teenagers’
hearts: school, parents, friendship
and love

◊

A skilfully drawn, fantastic
parallel, which will allow readers to
plunge into this crucial historical
period

◊

Strong suspense right up to the
end: what will happen to the boy in
1914?

◊

This skilfully drawn, fantastic
parallel, will allow readers to
plunge into a crucial historical
period and to follow the story of a
beautiful friendship.

◊

Ideal themes for teenagers:
school, parents, friendship and
love.

A century lies between them... Adrien and Hadrien are two
thirteen-year-old boys and they live only a few kilometres
from one another in northern France. They both have
problems in school, at home, and with girls, like most boys
their age. There’s only one thing that sets them apart:
Adrien lives in the year 2014, and Hadrien in 1914. But
magic intervenes in their destinies and two mailboxes
appear before their respective houses, allowing them to
exchange letters when they each believe that they are
writing to a distant cousin. Once they understand what is
going on, Adrien realises he needs to warn Hadrien that the
First World War is about to break out and he must seek
shelter at all costs.
Will Hadrien believe him? Will Adrien manage to save this boy
who has become his closest friend despite the century that
separates them?
Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for
middle school teachers. She is also the author of several novels for
middle-grade and young adult readers.
Paul Beorn vowed, when he was five, to become ‘the most
exciting writer in the whole wide world’. Since then, he committed
to keep that promise and has already written several adult
fantasy, YA and middle-grade novels which have earned him
numerous awards.

“A moving and compelling tale of two lives separated by a
hundred-year interval.”
"A well-deserved consecration" Téléloisirs
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HIGHLIGHTS
Béatrice Bottet
LE SECRET DE LA DAME EN
ROUGE
(The Secret of the Lady in
Red)

Béatrice Bottet is a multi-talented novelist and history
buff, who is also a huge fan of the worlds of fantasy and the
esoteric. She was a teacher of Art and History, and is now
pursuing a double career: romantic writing for Children and Young
Adults, and documentary work. With The Secret of the Lady in Red,
she reconnects with the genre that made her famous: Pénélope
Green (Casterman, 20,000 copies sold) and Le Grimoire au rubis
(Casterman, 110,000 copies sold). She lives in Paris.

Scrinéo, April 2017, 352 pages

◊

The double life of an independent
and highly resourceful young
woman, who frees herself from her
family by becoming a mysterious
fortune teller.

◊

A narrative that switches
smoothly from the point of view of
a fortune-teller to that of a
journalist, introducing us to a
truly authentic Paris.

◊

The two plot lines gradually come
together… imperiling the heroes.

After the successful sagas PENELOPE GREEN and LE
GRIMOIRE AU RUBIS (nearly 110,000 copies sold) Béatrice
Bottet returns with a thrilling investigation set in
magnificent 19th-century Paris, involving a strong lady
and a beautiful love story.
In the late 19th century, Paris is gleaming with the World’s
Fair and the newly built Eiffel Tower. Violette Baudoyer
arrives in the city after fleeing her family, who tried to force
her into an unwanted marriage. She is taken in by Madam
Bouteloup who teaches her to tell fortunes for wealthy
society ladies and gentlemen. Florimond Valence is a
journalist for the “Morning News” as well as an informer for
police commissioner Aristide Barjoux. When the dead body
of a woman is discovered in the Belleville neighborhood,
Florimond needs to solve the case. That’s when he meets
Violette... What does she have to do with the murder? Is she
in danger? Can Florimond help her?
An exciting adventure in the streets of late -19 th century Paris, combining science and esotericism.
5

HIGHLIGHTS

Marie-Lorna Vaconsin
LE PROJET STARPOINT
La fille aux cheveux rouges
Roman jeunesse (Young adult 13 ans et +)

The Starpoint Project
The Girl with Red Hair
YA Novel (13 +)
La belle Colère, March 2017, 376 pages

◊

A highly original, slightly
steampunk, parallel universe, with
echoes of the masters of fantasy
that inspired the author (Pullman,
C.S. Lewis).

◊

Heroes who are almost ordinary in
their respective worlds of origin
discover their own potential when
they travel to the other side of
the mirror.

◊

A race against time on the cusp
between two worlds and with two
goals: preventing a useless war
and discovering the truth about
the death of a loved one.

◊

A lush, complex and wellconstructed world that will appeal
to everyone from young teens to
adults.

A new door has just opened in the world of fantasy
literature. Fans of His Dark Materials, pack your suitcases
and set your compass, for, here is a universe worthy of
Philip Pullman!
Pythagoras Luchon is 15. He is about to start another
predictable school year: working – a little; listening to music
– a lot; hitting on girls – as much as humanly possible,
especially at the next back-to-school party where he’ll be
the DJ. He has no illusions about the jibes he’ll have to
endure about his mother – a maths teacher at the school –
nor of the sadness he feels during the trips to hospital to
visit his father – a brilliant quantum physics researcher who
is in a coma after being mugged. However, one thing does
6

cheer him up: the idea of seeing his best friend, Louise, the
daughter of the school caretaker.
However, first day back at school, Pythagoras discovers
that Louise has apparently decided to drop him as a friend.
She’s linked up with a new pupil called Foresta Erivan, whose
presence by her side is all the more intriguing as the two
girls have nothing in common. Louise is a science and
engineering geek, whereas the new pupil has quite a different
look: she has red hair, always dresses in black – often in
leather – and willingly slaps anyone whose attitude gets up
her nose. Under her influence, Louise avoids her former
friends, loses interest in her work and begins to play hooky.
Pythagoras silently deplores the presence of this new pupil,
who irritates and attracts him in equal measure – until she
turns up at his house in the middle of the night to announce
that Louise has disappeared. She explains that, to bring
Louise back, they must pass through what she calls the
‘dead angle’ in mirrors. Pyth follows her, never suspecting
that he is on the point of toppling into a parallel universe –
the one in which Foresta was raised and where Louise is on
the verge of losing herself forever.
Many children grow up with an imaginary friend. MarieLorna Vaconsin invented a universe where she escaped with her
youngest sister. There, they experienced wonderful adventures
with elaborate role-play. Many years later, during her prestigious
studies (hypokhâgne and khâgne, then the highly esteemed Lycée
Henri-IV), Marie-Lorna did not completely abandon her taste for
parallel universes. When she wasn’t studying, it was through
drawing that she clung to her memories by producing maps of
clandestine continents, plans of multi-layer towns and sketches
of new species of vegetation..
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B. H. Sokal
SYBERIA

Michel Lafon, March 2017, 288 pages

◊

Game already sold in Russia and
Poland!

◊

Over 2.5 million copies sold of the
video games Syberia 1 and 2.

◊

A release that has been awaited
for 10 years!

◊

A synergetic video game/novel
concept that has already worked
well:

◊

Assassin’s Creed over 400,000
copies sold (8 volumes).

◊

Minecraft over 120,000 copies
sold of the 5 novels published.

A visually stunning and imaginative epic full of twists and
turns
Kate Walker, a young American lawyer, is sent to the little
mountain village of Valadilène to finalise the takeover of a
factory producing automated toys that belongs to the
Voralberg family. However, once there she discovers that
the new hier, Hans Voralberg, has disappeared to eastern
European. Creator of automated toys of genius, he has
spent his life looking for the last living mammoths on earth,
going as far as northern Siberia on his mission. Kate has to
find him to conclude her deal and along the way will be
confronted by numerous characters and strange places
that will make her question her life.
Benoît Sokal is a well-known comic strip author. His
flagship series Les Enquêtes de l’inspecteur Canardo [« Inspector
Canardo investigates »] has been an international success for over
30 years. The French government decorated him for his literary
achievements in 2006. Benoît Sokal ALSO CREATED THE VIDEO GAME
Syberia with the third in the series due to be released on 1
December 2016. Syberia 3 has already been sold in over 3
countries.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Christophe Arleston
LE SOUPER DES MALÉFICES
(The Supper Of Evil Charms)
ActuSF / Mon Agent et Cie, October 2016, 300
pages

« Des personnages attachants, une aventure
captivante et la touche d'humour propre à l'auteur
de Lanfeust de Troy : Soupers et Maléfices est un
roman qui se dévore avec passion. » Coup de cœur
d'Alexandre de la Fnac Reims Thillois
« Le tout donne un livre très plaisant, bien
construit, drôle et plein d'imagination. » Les
Échos
« Un roman savoureux » L'Indépendant
« Arleston nous livre un premier roman qui n’est
pas seulement drôle mais aussi attachant et plein
d’esprit. » Librairie Au Temps Lire
« une friandise, un roman-bonbon qu'on laisse
fondre sur la langue et qui procure plaisir et bienêtre. » Joyeux Drille sur son blog

◊

A fun adventure, for a larger
readership than hard-core fantasy
fans.

◊

A prolific author with more than
120 comic books, selling more
than 14 million unites.

◊

English sample translation of the
first chapter available.

A riveting and irreverent adventure that brings together
eco- nomics, crime fiction and comedy along with
engaging charac- ters. Chemistry like few others.
Everything falls apart in Slarance: a mysterious kind of
wheat up- sets its economy. Only agent on the Majesty’s
service not to have been murdered, Zéphyrelle is requested
to investigate. The unexpected intervention of a cook in love
and of his book of magic recipes will make matters more
difficult.
After a childhood partly spent in Madagascar,
Christophe ARLESTON’s career as a scriptwriter skyrocketed in
the 1990s with comic series such as Lanfeust and its spin-off
series Trolls of Troy, before he created Lanfeust Mag.Lanfeust de
Troy was published in Brasil by Devir Livraria,in Germany by Carlsen
Verlag,in UK by Marvel, in Spain by Planeta DeAgostini,in
Netherlands by Arboris, Talent and Uitgeverij and in Poland by
Egmont Polska.
Awards:
•2002: won Angoulême International Comics Festival
Award for Best Comic for 9–12 Years Old, for Trolls of Troy.
•2003: nominated for the Angoulême International
Comics Festival Audience Award, for Trolls of Troy.

« Une enquête saupoudrée d'humour et d'Art
culinaire aux effets ensorcelants. » Coup de cœur
d'Axelle de la Fnac Paris Ternes
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« Amateur de l’humour potache et des mondes
sens dessus dessous de Christophe Arleston,
vous trouverez ici votre bonheur ! » Deborah Gay
de Daily Mars
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Pierre Bordage
ARKANE
Book 1 The Desolation
Book 2 The Resurrection
Bragelonne, forthcoming in 2017, 60,000 words
per book

◊

A formative journey with engaging,
sophisticated characters that
evolve in a world riddled with
danger

◊

The return of a master storyteller
whose fertile imagination is prized
by a large readership

A city rife with conspiracies and uprising. Yet the greatest
threat will come from the outside
Arkane is a labyrinth city governed by seven founding
houses with corrupt power concentrated in the Heights,
the luxurious upper levels. Court intrigues, poisonings,
murders and black magic all take place there. Meanwhile the
condemned and outcast are in the Dumps neighborhood.
When some of the houses form an alliance to eliminate the
Drac house, this upsets the balance in Arkane, and Oziel, the
last representative of its clan, flees the city’s Heights. She
tries to reach the Dumps to join her brother and raise an
army among the prisoners in the terrible penal colony in the
depths of the city.
Along the way she will meet Renn, an apprentice rock wizard,
and Orik, a warrior from a faraway land, who have come to
Arkane to warn the city leaders of an invasion by a horde of
frightening creatures from the north...
Pierre Bordage is the author of over forty novels.
Renowned and translated throughout the world, he is best known
for his series Les Guerriers du Silence (The Warriors of Silence).
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Estelle Faye
LA VOIE DES ORACLES, trilogy
(The Path of the Oracles)
1. Thya (Scrineo, October 2014)
2. Enoch (Scrineo, May 2015)
3. Aylus (Scrineo, October 2016)

◊

Awarded the 2016 Actusf Uchrony Book Award

Gaul, beginning of the 5th century after J.-C. Surrounded by the Barbarians, worn down by internal schemes and poisonous
games of power, the Christian Empire is weakening. Old believes are scrapped, ancient gods must hide away in caves,
mountains and forests, and the augurs are being hunted down by the new Church.
Thya, daughter of the magnificent Roman general Gnaeus Sertor, has always known she is an Augur and because of this, she must
go, go and live far away from Rome, hidden in the middle of the woods…
"She achieves an exploit. She succeeds in making up a new narrative, which in one hand, seems in total break with the
precedents, and, in the other hand, in their natural continuation" Lalecturedeslivres
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FANTASY
Paul Beorn
LE SEPTIÈME GUERRIER-MAGE
(The Seventh Warrior-Mage)

to keep that promise and has already written several adult
fantasy, YA and middle-grade novels which have earned him
numerous awards.

‘Fast-flowing, spectacular and entertaining
fantasy. A honey-trap for readers, impossible to
put down’ Librairie Mollat

Bragelonne, April 2015, 575 pages

◊

Prix Imaginales des Lycéens 2016.

◊

Sample chapters available in
English.

◊

A quest to recover a lost identity,
a troubled past, and a last chance
at redemption.

◊

A tale enhanced by the strong
voice of a cynical yet charismatic
hero.

◊

A talented author awarded
numerous awards for the youngadult novel 14-14, co-written with
Silène Edgar

Jal is not only a thief, but also a deserter. Pursued by his
former fellow soldiers, he escapes death by a hair.
He is rescued by a woman who asks in exchange that he
swear to defend her village against the conquering army he
has just betrayed. An army led by the most powerful of the
warrior-mages.
Although at first Jal has no intention of honouring his
promise, the discovery of this valley miraculously spared by
the war calls to mind the land of peace he has been seeking
ever since he abandoned his life as a soldier. But he won’t
delude himself, a handful of villagers stand no chance at all
against an army capable of crushing whole cities and entire
civilisations.
Soon, violent nightmares are disturbing the young soldier’s
sleep, dredging up the memories of twelve hitherto
forgotten years of his life, and with them, some unexpected
abilities... His oath might just allow him to discover who he
really is.
Paul Beorn vowed, when he was five, to become ‘the most
exciting writer in the whole wide world’. Since then, he committed
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FANTASY

Manon Fargetton
LES ILLUSIONS DE SAV-LOAR
(The Illusions of Sav-Loar)

Nadia Coste
LES ÉLÉMENTAIRES
(Elementary)

Bragelonne, November 2016, 220,000 words

Bragelonne, 93,000 words

◊

An inspiring female-driven story.

◊

◊

Captivating, fluid writing that
draws the reader into an
ambitious tapestry.

A gripping pace, a fully
constructed universe and loveable
characters.

◊

An independent narrative in the
same realm as The Legaçy of the
Crosser-Kings, Prix Imaginales
award for best French novel 2016.

Offbeat fantasy served with large
helpings of humour, for fans of The
Edge Chronicles and Terry
Pratchett.

◊

A coming-of-age tale replete with
rites of passage which will echo
with many teenagers.

◊

The end of the war between magicians could come from a
slave girl discovering her powers.
In the kingdom of Shadow, the women who possess the gift
are persecuted by men from the Closed, the patriarchal
religious order. For centuries now these women have taken
refuge in the legendary Sav-Loar, a city at the heart of the
Forest of Dreams protected by spells and illusions.
When Blue becomes a teenager, she discovers her powers
and joins forces with a group of slaves pursued by the
Closed. Heading to the city of banished female magicians,
she will cross paths with Fèl, a manipulative beauty
enamored with freedom, and Til’Enarion, a formidable
member of the Closed who hunts down young female
magicians.
The war between magicians reaches its peak, and the
reckoning has come for the established order.
Manon Fargetton, equally at ease with fantasy, thrillers,
and young-adult fiction (a winner of the Grand Prix du Journal de
Mickey 2014), is firmly set on making her own literary path, with
all the finesse and imagination that characterize her writing style.
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There’s no smoke without fire...
Cassandra is the young daughter of a duke in a faraway
kingdom. Since birth she has suffered from a mysterious
affliction: whenever she has an emotion that is too intense,
fire bursts forth from her skin and scorches everything she
touches, including her mother or her own hair!
She’s obliged to spend almost every day immersed in water
to avoid burning things or hurting people, which is really not
much fun for a young girl. So she’s delighted when one day
her uncle comes up with what looks like a miracle solution
for her predicament. But in order to benefit from the cure,
she must first travel to the far end of the kingdom.
Cassandra sets off on a strange and perilous voyage, her
body in a large tub of water, escorted by two young and
rather incompetent knights who will have to protect her
from terrifying snake-monkeys and ghastly bandits.
Nadia Coste was born in 1970 near Lyon. She is the
author of twenty novels, including the fantasy series Les Feydelins
(The Feydelins) and Ascenseur pour le futur (Elevator to the
Future), the books which first brought her to the attention of a
wider public. Her children’s fiction books have won several prizes
and have been nominated for many more.
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Olivier Paquet
STRUCTURA MAXIMA

L'Atalante, 368 pages, June 2015

◊

Before the successful MELKINE
series, STRUCTURA MAXIMA is
Olivier Paquet's début novel,
published first in 2003. It was
joint winner, with LES FABLES DE
L’HUMPUR by Pierre Bordage, of
the Prix Imaginales des Lycéens.

◊

A spectacular steampunk universe,
inspired by the works of Miyazaki,
Jules Verne and Fritz Lang.

◊

A bilgdungsroman that plays with
the codes of futuristic novel and
YA literature, in line with
Divergente or The Hunger Games.

◊

A rich and immersive work that
invites to reflection while plunging
into an exciting adventure!

a radio journalist on France Culture's “Mauvais genres”, and
regularly makes broadcasts on his preferred subjects. He also
wrote LES LOUPS DE PRAGUE (Prague’s Wolves, 2011), the
MELKINE trilogy (Prix Julia Verlanger 2014) and BLEU ARGENT
(Silver Blue, 2014)

“The main attraction of this book lies essentially
in the world created by Olivier Paquet. Those lucky
enough to have seen the stunning animated film LE
CHÂTEAU DANS LE CIEL will recognise its
legendary city, as well as the myth of Laputa. The
author guides us through a strange world of metal
we would like to wander around at once. The
characters are engaging and quite finely drawn. Of
course, we're told that in the end survival depends
on the understanding of others, but why not
state the obvious, when it's done so well here.” —
Claire Bauchat, Actusf
“Right from the start, Olivier Paquet knows how
to create a world of metal and light, steam and
noise that is reminiscent of Metropolis. The plot
provides structure to an extremely well-written
text.” — Mes imaginaires

The structure is a breathtakingly dizzy world of girders
and levels, where a civilization, whose origins are lost in
the mists of time, has evolved. Now this civilization has
reached its point of rupture. War is brewing between the
Steam, the community that produces electricity from
magma, and the Girders, who, in the name of their god,
forbid the opening of the dome covering the city.
In this suffocating atmosphere, Victor Mégare and his son
Jehan are looking for a different destiny. Victims of the
Steam and the Girders, they are searching for the sources
of this antagonism. What are the Girders protecting with
their divine prohibitions? What goal are the Steam trying to
achieve by encouraging the entire Structure to overturn old
stability? And where are the answers to be found? Between
light and shadow, in the steam of the furnaces or in the
magnitude of the girders? Or are they to be found behind
the scenes, on the other side of the dome wall?
As well as being a Doctor in Political Science and a
specialist on Czechoslovakia, Oliver Paquet is fascinated by
science fiction, Japanese animated productions and mangas. He is
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FANTASY

Pierre Pevel
LES LAMES DU CARDINAL
(The Cardinal’s Blades)

brilliant leader. With his legendary company of
swashbucklers and rogues, only he can have a chance to
defeat the enemies of the Crown.

Bragelonne, June 2009, 300 pages

They’re the Cardinal’s Blades. It’s the biggest challenge yet
for them – and they’ll need to be sharp...
‘A stunning English-language debut with this
breathless, swashbuckling tale of intrigue, spying,
and swordfights.’ Publishers Weekly – starred
review

◊

Teen Choice award 2009.

◊

Imaginales Prix des Lycéens.

◊

David Gemmell Legend Award
2010 for best newcomer.

◊

English edition of the whole trilogy
available!

◊

Movie rights sold!

◊

Rights sold in UK (Orion Gollancz),
USA (PYR), Germany
(Heyne),Netherlands
(Mynx),Spain (Edhasa), Czech
Republic (reverted, Albatros),
Russia (reverted, Geleos),
Estonia (reverted, Varrak),
Finland (Gummerus), Poland
(reverted, KDC), Croatia
(Algoritam, Turkey (reverted,,
Tekin Yayinevi), Bulgaria (IztokZapad), Italy (Mondadori).

◊

Exceptionally commercial concept
– this is Dumas with dragons: huge
appeal for fans of historical as
well as Fantasy novels.

Paris, 1633. The streets are filled with intrigue, duels,
spies and adventure. Dragonnets are exotic pets, wyverns
are high-class riding mounts, and drac thugs are the
coarsest of mercenaries.
But the power rising from Spain and its Court of Dragons is
anything but mundane; there the deadly Black Claw cult
draws on dragons as they once were: ancient, terrible,
utterly merciless, and wielding a dark and powerful sorcery.
Their plans contain little room for the lives or freedom of
men.
With war on the horizon, Cardinal Richelieu turns to the only
person who can counter the dragons’ insidious plot: Captain
La Fargue, an exceptional swordsman, devoted officer and
14
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Pierre Pevel
LE PARIS DES MERVEILLES
(Paris Of Wonderment)
1 - Les Enchantements d’Ambremer – (The
Enchantments of Ambremer)
2 - L’Elixir d’Oubli – (The Elixir of Oblivion)
3 - Le Royaume Immobile – (The Immobile Kingdom)
Bragelonne, 2015

Louis Denizart Hippolyte Griffont, a magician renowned for
his skills as a detective and for his knack for getting into
trouble, has been asked to help resolve one of the greatest
mysteries of a 20th-century Paris that has been
transformed by the magic of the Otherworld – the land of
fairies, pixies and sprites, which is connected to the French
capital by a magical metro line. Alongside Aurélia, his
enchantress-burglar- spy of a wife, and with the help of his
own powers and the police force, he will do his utmost to
preserve a fragile peace that is threatened by an evil
conspiracy.
A trilogy of gripping stand-alones filled with humor and
fantasy, set in an idyllic, but still dangerous Paris.
Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost
writers of contemporary French fantasy. The author of nine novels,
he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the
David Gemmell Morningstar Award 2010 for The Cardinal’s
Blades, published internationally.

◊

Rights sold in the Czech Republic
(Albatros/Fragment) and Bulgaria
(Iztok Zapad)!

◊

English detailed summaries for the
three volumes of the awarded
trilogy available.

◊

A sort of Sherlock Holmes in
Wonderland that is utterly unique.
The use of real places and
characters (Paris, Voltaire and
more), alongside magical ones
(Merlin, pixies, and more) is clever
and unusual.

◊

The humorously ironic tone
creates a light, easy-to-read style
and makes the characters all the
more endearing.

◊

Both the historical context
(political situation in Europe), and
20 th -century habits and
technology are scrupulously
respected – making the
investigations even trickier and
more exciting.

The investigations of a gentleman-magician and a pixieburglar – in a Belle Epoque Paris where winged cats rub
shoulders with fiery dragons and laughing willows – can
get awfully complicated, especially when they turn out to
be mixed up with political machinations from another era.
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FANTASY

Carina Rozenfeld
LA QUÊTE DES PIERRES DE
LUET
(The Quest For The Luet
Stones)
L’Atalante, February 2015, 223 pages

◊

A reader-friendly style, combining
spoken language and lush
description, makes it easy for
readers to identify with the
heroes and enter their world.

◊

A planet with fascinating and
unusual details, including winged
natives and a purple sky.

◊

Funny characters with a sense of
humor, and a range of different,
endearing personalities.

◊

A multi-facetted plot intertwining
detective work, archeology, travel
and adventure.

Zec, Eden and Louis seem like ordinary teens: after their
high-school graduation, they’re going on vacation, only
they’re going to Cheberith, the planet they saved in LA
QUÊTE DES LIVRES MONDE.
But a mysterious pink stone is discovered in the Etlal
desert, and with it, an ancient and dangerous power. If it
falls into the wrong hands, the planet and its saviors could
wind up back at the mercy of the Swallower of Worlds.
Having saved Cheberith from the Swallower of Worlds, Zec
and Eden, Cheberian teens who were raised on the planet
Earth, are going to Cheberith on summer vacation with their
high-school friend Louis. Their plans to relax and have a good
time are totally disrupted by the discovery of a gigantic
pink stone in the Cheberian desert of Etlal, under
mysterious ground drawings that are strikingly similar to
those in Nazca, Peru. Secret organizations that had been
dormant reappear when the stone is discovered.
It seems that five of these stones were hidden in different
places 3,000 years earlier. When all five stones are
together, it becomes possible to time travel. In the wrong
hands, that power could allow the Swallower of Worlds to
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return and to destroy, not only Cheberith, but its saviors –
before they are even born!
Once again, Carina Rozenfeld and her inseparable threesome
embark on a thrilling new adventure combining detective
work, archeology and travel.
Carina Rozenfeld was born in Paris in 1972. An awardwinning author from her very first novel, LUCILLE ET LES
DRAGONS SOURDS (2004 Prix du Lutin d’Or and 2006 Prix du
Mélusine), her specialty is young adult literature and science
fiction. Her trilogy, LA QUETE DES LIVRES MONDES (The Book
Worlds, 2008), won the Prix des Incorruptibles (2010), the Prix
Littéraire d’Issoire (2010) and the Prix Imaginales des Collégiens
(2009). LA QUETE DES PIERRES DE LUET features the same
characters, allowing readers to return to their fantasy world.
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SCIENCE FICTION
Alain Damasio
LA HORDE DU CONTREVENT
(The Counterwind Hord)
La Volte, 2004, 700 pages

The novel is narrated according to situation by various
members of the Horde, always in the first person. Each
character is given a unique symbol which is their personal
identifier on the written page.
It is a complete, consistent universe, a philosophy in motion
where the perceptions of the mature, unconventional
characters are transcribed in a style appropriate to each of
them. It offers guts, violence, action, a language fully
adapted to the needs of the story and a totally original
imagination at work. Step into this fantasy, the tale of a
human quest told through poetic and innovative writing, and
brimming with ambition at the crossroads between genres.
Alain Damasio, 35, was born in Lyon. He devoted three
years to the writing of La Horde before undertaking socioeconomic studies. His readings of Deleuze and Nietzsche are a
major source of inspiration. His first novel was The Zone Outside, a
work of literary, political science fiction.

◊

Grand prix de l’Imaginaire 2006,
the most prestigious French
award as far as speculative fiction
is concerned. Previous winners
include Pierre Bordage, JeanPierre Andrevon, Fabrice Colin,
Maurice G. Dantec and Francis
Berthelot in the French fiction
category and Robert Charles
Wilson, Ursula K. Le Guin, Graham
Joyce, Christopher Priest and
Jeffrey Ford in the foreign fiction
category.

◊

Rights sold in Italy (Nord).

◊

100,000 copies sold in France!

◊

Comic book adaptation to come
out end of 2017.

◊

Sample chapters available in
English.

“A striking novel that grips you from the very first
page and won’t let you go before it comes to a
conclusion, and even for a long time afterwards
(...). Alain Damasio has taken on every kind of
challenge and won his bet: La Horde du Contrevent
is a masterpiece.” Le Monde
“In this novel one finds a style of writing, an
ambition, an unfettered freedom that has been
missing from French science fiction these past
years.” Télérama
“The kind of book that can only flourish at the
margins of science fiction. (...) This brilliant,
disturbing allegorical text, at times difficult to
access, is totally mind-boggling.” Le Figaro
“A protean work, an experimental book-universe,
both ambitious and seductive.” Libération

Damasio has created a world in which the wind is
omnipresent and its divine character is alluded to several
times throughout the book.
In a devastated world, living to the rhythms of the
unbearable winds which rule it, an organization selects,
raises and trains children from a very young age so that
they will become the next horde.
A Horde of adventurers is formed to travel across the world
against the prevailing air current, in the hope of discovering
the origin of the great wind. Twenty-three remarkable
members trained from the youngest age to perform 23
specific functions within this 34th Horde of the
Counterwind; without a doubt, the best Horde of all time.
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Pierre Bordage
ARKANE
Book 1 The Desolation
Book 2 The Resurrection

Olivier Paquet
JARDIN D’HIVER
(Winter Garden)
L’Atalante, August 2016, 400 pages

Bragelonne, forthcoming in 2017, 60,000 words
per book

◊

◊

A formative journey with engaging,
sophisticated characters that
evolve in a world riddled with
danger
The return of a master storyteller
whose fertile imagination is prized
by a large readership

A city rife with conspiracies and uprising. Yet the greatest
threat will come from the outside
Arkane is a labyrinth city governed by seven founding
houses with corrupt power concentrated in the Heights,
the luxurious upper levels. Court intrigues, poisonings,
murders and black magic all take place there. Meanwhile the
condemned and outcast are in the Dumps neighborhood.
When some of the houses form an alliance to eliminate the
Drac house, this upsets the balance in Arkane, and Oziel, the
last representative of its clan, flees the city’s Heights. She
tries to reach the Dumps to join her brother and raise an
army among the prisoners in the terrible penal colony in the
depths of the city.
Along the way she will meet Renn, an apprentice rock wizard,
and Orik, a warrior from a faraway land, who have come to
Arkane to warn the city leaders of an invasion by a horde of
frightening creatures from the north...
Pierre Bordage is the author of over forty novels.
Renowned and translated throughout the world, he is best known
for his series Les Guerriers du Silence (The Warriors of Silence).

◊

Olivier Paquet confirms his status
as an inventive author of social
science fiction, with plots that
can be interpreted in different
ways.

◊

A futuristic novel with aspects of
a Greek tragedy, in which the
characters – both human and
mechanical – are dogged by
inexorable fate.

In a Europe ravaged by war, machines and GMO’s, Olivier
Paquet explores the possibilities offered by artificial
intelligence, and reflects upon our relationship with
technical progress.
In the context of global warming, a conflict has arisen in
Europe between specialist engineers flying the flag of the
Consortium and eco-terrorist groups of the Cooperative.
This war has now lasted fornearly 20 years, following an
incident called « the crime of the century ». Each camp has
developed its own weapons : robot animals for the
engineers, mechanical plants for the ecologists.
The story is about a band of Cossak smugglers who live by
salvaging spare parts from battles and whose philosophy
can be summed up thus : « We are smugglers and refuse to
belong to any particular camp. It is our choice to piss
everyone off. »
One night, they come upon a stranger who is behaving very
oddly, he has lost his memory. This chance discovery will
make them cross Europe in search of both the past and the
green shoots of the future.
A doctor of political science and an expert on the former
Czechoslovakia, Olivier Paquet is fascinated by science fiction,
Japanese cartoons and mangas. He is a broadcaster on the radio
programme « Mauvais genres » on France Culture, where he
regularly gives talks on his favourite topics.
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Laurent Genefort
LES VAISSEAUX D’OMALE
(Omale’s Ships)

Laurent Kloetzer
VOSTOK

Denoël, March 2016, 400 pages

Denoël, March 2014, 400 pages

◊

Rights from the previous books
were sold in Japan (Hayakawa).

The long-awaited fourth episode of the Omale Series is
finally available.
Omale is a hollow and spherical world, about the size of a
solar system. Mankind, which was brought there a long time
ago by the mysterious Vangks, share this universe with two
other intelligent species: the Chiles and the Hodgqins. After
sixteen centuries of warfare, the three have made peace.
These peaceful times are disturbed by the Aezirs, another
species living inside Omale’s core, who urge the peoples
living on the surface to embark on a long and perilous space
journey that could ultimately reveal some of the secrets of
the captive moons. Only the Hodgqins seem capable of such
an undertaking. But Ipis, a human woman, also wants to be
part of it. With a group a scientists in her trails, she
ventures into the land of the Hodgqins in an attempt to
prove that Humankind is worthy of partaking into this
crucial cosmic endeavour.
“Omale is one of the most ambitious epic sagas in
modern French SciFi.” Chronic’Art
“The novels and short stories that make up the
unabridged Omale Cycle are equally fascinating.”
Science-Fiction Magazine

◊

The great solo come back of
Laurent Kloetzer, after the
success of Anamnèse de Lady
Star, which received the Grand
Prix de l’Imaginaire Award.

Located in the same future era as in Anamèse de Lady
Star, Vostok tells the incredible story of a very young
woman, Leonora, who is condemned to leaving the last
remains of her childhood in the great white desert.
Vostok in Antartica is the most inhospitable and coldest
place on Earth, with temperatures as low as - 90°c. The
Russians built a permanent base there, in 1957, which is
perched on top of a 3500-meter- thick-glacier. They then
did not know that right there, underneath the ice, a vast
lake sealed since the tertiary era was to be found. They
drilled the ice for decades, one pit, two pits... up until five of
them, perhaps searching for new, unknown life forms.
Nobody had ever drilled that deep before.
Twenty years after the base was shut down, a team of men
and women land there illegally. They plan to warm up the
frozen and asleep body, and awaken the ghosts within. They
intend to find out the secret of the lake. If they fail, they will
not make it back home alive.
Laurent Kloetzer is the author of memorable novels like
LE ROYAUME BLESSÉ. He is also the author of two novels written
in collaboration with his wife, under the pseudonym L.L. Kloetzer:
CLEER and ANAMNÈSE DE LADY STAR.
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Romain Lucazeau
LATIUM VOLUME 1
Denoël, October 2016 , 600 pages

◊

A space opera with blazing
galactic battles and particularly
twisted power struggles. A great
and dizzying science-fiction opus,
worthy of a Dan Simmons or an Iain
M. Banks.

The space opera event of Fall 2016! In a distant future, the
human species has been wiped out by a mysterious evil,
the Slaughter.
Following man’s extinction, a people of intelligent robots
remain that have metamorphosed into giant stellar space
ships. Within the confines of Urbs, orphaned by their
creators’ and their gods’ demise, these neurotic and lonely
space princes and princesses await the inevitable invasion
of an alien race. Despite their formidable strength, their
programming prevents them from opposing these invaders.
Plautine is one of these intelligent robots. The last to
believe in the mystical return of Man, she has drifted for
centuries within Latium. Her ancient ally, the ambitious
proconsul Othon, also lives in exile, but on a far-off planet.
He has a secret weapon: a new race of dog-men, heroic and
primitive warriors that he intends to turn into his auxiliary
soldiers. When Plautine detects a mysterious signal like the
recollection of a very ancient event that she no longer
remembers clearly, she knows that her quest has begun.
She doesn’t know yet to what extent her fate is intertwined
with the war that Othon is preparing to wage.
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Romain Lucazeau
LATIUM VOLUME 2
Denoël, November 2016 , 600 pages

◊

A great and dizzying sciencefiction opus worthy of a Dan
Simmons or an Iain M. Banks.

The space opera event of Fall 2016 continues!
After the battle that pitted the enormous Transitoria ship
against the barbarians from beyond the boundaries of
Latium, Othon and Plautine go to Urbs, the robot city and
the center of all things. There, another war is brewing: a
merciless battle for the absolute power that Othon covets.
Meanwhile, the barbarian threat is becoming more and more
pressing and the enigma of the disappearance of the human
species still needs to be resolved.
Plautine can feel it: after thousands of years of searching,
she has never been closer to the truth. Feeding off of
Leibniz’ philosophy and Cornelian theatre, Latium is a space
opera with blazing galactic battles and particularly twisted
power struggles.
Romain Lucazeau, a specialist in philosophy, taught at
the Institut d’Études Politiques and at La Sorbonne Paris IV
University before shifting gears to economic strategy advising.
Latium, the fruit of six years of work, is his first novel.
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Laurence Suhner
QUANTIKA CYCLE

1. Vestiges April 2012, 576 pages
2. L’Ouvreur des Chemins, October 2013, 464 pages
3. Origines, April 2015, 464 pages

. The QuanTika trilogy
(Remains) - (He, who opens paths) - (Origins)

◊

English translation sample of the first book VESTIGES available.

◊

Christopher Priest's foreword to the third book ORIGINES available

◊

A text that will appeal both to fans of hard sci-fi and to those who enjoy mystical worlds.

◊

An interesting take on Hindu traditions.

◊

Both volumes alternate action-packed scenes with more intimate or philosophical ones
without losing their rhythm.

◊

A masterful analysis of the difficulties inherent in communicating wit h extraterrestrial
cultures.

In pure hard-sci-fi-saga style, QUANTIKA, 300 years in the future on a frozen but inhabitable extrasolar planet of the AltaMira
binary system: Gemma, a snow-ball Earth, as the astronomers call it.
Having left Earth with the Archéa mission, supposedly for the sake of scientific exploration, Ambre will have to meet a lot of
challenges head on before she winds up, along with several of her fellow explorers, drawn into a vessel-world called the Great Arch,
which is orbiting Gemma.
Through the personal quest of this exo-biologist, who is guided by mysterious voices in VESTIGES, then saved by an extraterrestrial who opens the doors to her past for her in L’OUVREUR DES CHEMINS, Laurence Stuhner brings a modern feel to a
genre that is often somewhat formulaic. The Hindu mysticism that is the key to the main character’s personality takes the plot
beyond commonplace politico-economic conflicts to achieve a philosophical dimension.
With scientific writing worthy of Kim Stanley ROBINSON or Ben BOVA, the QUANTIKA trilogy offer a uniquely personal style that
Frank HERBERT would surely have approved of. Skilfully alternating high-octane action scenes and more intimate passages, the
suspense never lets up.
A long-term fan of both science fiction and physics, Laurence Suhner first comic book was published when she was still a teenager.
From there she moved on to short stories, including TIMHKÂ, published in 2009 by the prestigious sci-fi magazine Galaxies. Suhner has
followed up on the 2013 Bob Morane and Futuriales Prizes for VESTIGES with L’OUVEUR DES CHEMINS, while her fans clamour for the final
volume of the saga.

“Avec le brio que la critique a su lui reconnaître dans l'écriture de Vestiges, Laurence Suhner nous replonge dans les destins
entremêlés de tous ses personnages, les fait évoluer, s'épaissir, révèle leurs mensonges, leurs faux semblants et leurs
impostures, sur fond de musique indienne lors de pauses réflexives bercées par les tablas de Mumbai et l'enfance d'Ambre en
toile de fond terrienne.”
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Régis Goddyn
LE SANG DES 7 ROIS
(The Blood of the Seven Kings)
L’Atalante
Book 1, 2013
Book 2, 2013
Book 3, 2014
Book 4, 2014
Book 5, 2015
Book 6, 2015
Book 7, 2016

◊

English short sample available

◊

There are two types of men. Ordinary red-blooded men and those with blue blood, called
resurgents. The blue blood imparts, in various degrees, longevity, strength and exceptional
speed, as well as, in some very rare cases, sensorial powers, and the ability to influence
reality.

◊

Well-known folk legends tell of seven blue-blooded kings who conquered the world, lived a
thousand years and begat a lineage that created the nobility and the army. But the kings
also produced common descendants that are murdered in the veneration of the higher
echelons whose sole aim is to maintain the feudal hierarchy...

The saga takes place in quite a restricted space dimension, about the size of Europe, where the characters are endlessly in
movement. We can therefore say that during the seven volumes, we will just about have covered the whole of the territory
several times. Le Sang des 7 rois is actually a road movie, since constant displacement is the subject of the book, and in the
end its main “character”.
Book 1: In the foothills of the inaccessible chain of the Mountains, something unusual happens that changes a man’s life. Two
young teenagers have been kidnapped. A sergeant by the name of Orville receives an order from the Viscount of Hautterre to
follow the kidnappers. He is promoted to the highest level in the hierarchy of the first kingdom, as well as being given full powers.
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His mission is to make a log book of his impressions on the way of life and the itinerary of the fugitives. He must not, at any price,
catch them up or rescue the teenagers.
Orville’s patrol is attacked at night and, curiously, he is the only survivor. During the fighting destined in fact to save his life,
Orville discovers that he has a sense similar to sight but which allows him to feel everything around him. So he continues his
quest alone up to the point where the fugitives reach the banks of the inner sea and board a ship.
Just when Orville’s quest seems to be over, Théod, the Hautterre Viscountcy theocrat, believed to have departed to apprise his
hierarchy of the abduction, reappears and reveals the true meaning of his mission.
Book 2: Orville is fleeing from the Goulet archipelago with Petrus, the Goulet community poet. Managing to escape from the
pirates plaguing these waters, they are taken in by rebels who are organising resistance against the terrifying dictatorship set
up by the Guard in the seven kingdoms. Orville gets to know an underground world that has been fighting for survival for four
centuries and he understands that the aim of the quest he is currently pursuing aims to destroy this network that has rescued
him. He will have to make a choice, which is not easy for a soldier conditioned to obey.
Book 3: The military ambassador-captains are about to take power. The nobles seem incapable of controlling them, and only
isolated pockets of resistance oppose the plans of Lothar, the General of the Guard. The Guardians learn of the existence of
Arcédia, the rebel retreat where, in book 2, Orville was taken by Petrus, the Isle of Goulet poet, and decide to capture it by
deceit. They organise a Grand Bloodletting to identify rebels concealed amongst the people, who are then enlisted into their
army of blue-blooded soldiers under the command of Braseline, a child magus with a cruel disposition.
Orville goes to sea again to meet up with Odalrik, a powerful magus who the rebels count on to tutor Orville, as his powers
sometimes can be life- threatening for him.
Book 4: From Gradlyn, Lothar, the General of the Guard, continues to deploy people on the chessboard of a political
reorganisation of which he hopes to retain control. What will become of the eight hundred---year--- old feudal system? What new
social order will be created? Will the Goulet archipelago be the last place where man can live in freedom? We are now at the
midpoint of the series, when destinies cross paths with each other and where a unifying structure away from the concerns of the
characters mentioned above begins to take form. The mysterious beings that controlled Lothar in order to get at the celebrated
swords of Kradath found on the Ile of Goulet have styled themselves as “pilots” and want at any price to get hold of titanium for
their “module”...
Book 5: Orville is adrift with Aldemond in the outer ocean called the ocean of no return, not without reason. They drift further
and further towards the outer reaches of the world and discover the strange and desolate continent of Wood.
Jahrod, one of the pilots terrorising Lothar, manages to repair a small spaceship, moves through time and achieves the
impossible. In this way a lot of clues to the plot are revealed. The story splits, heralding new suspense with a merciless combat
between classic fantasy and science fiction.
This book is about travelling, separation, and reunion. After endless tooin and froing, the intensity of the action gradually
changes. This marks the beginning of the new dynamics that prevail in the las two volumes of the saga.
Book 6: Still not really aware of the major challenges endangering their world, the leading characters of the previous volumes
follow their own paths...
Orville, having met the magi Rosa and Delwynn at the end of the fifth book, now at least understands what it means to live with
people of his own kind... But this relationship is upset by the ghosts of Lulius Never, who is tormenting young Delwynn, and of
Sébélia, whose shadowy presence looms over the haunted valley. Yet through contact with the two missing magi, Orville gradually
understands that he is the ill-fated king’s direct heir and that some of his character traits arise from this very fact.
Up in the north Sylvan continues in his fight to conquer a weakened fifth kingdom. Famine is widespread and the world is faced
with ruin, an ominous symbol of the collapse of Lothar’s political system based on the very short term.
Aldemond and Aléïde are endeavouring to reach the Goulet archipelago ... while Maddox, an industrialist from another world
technologically eighteen hundred years ahead, starts to orbit the planet in preparation for an invasion. This endlessly expensive
voyage has but one goal: if he can recover Jahrod’s release code in order to gain access to immortality and create an army of
pilots with super powers, Maddox will be able to dominate the inhabited world.
Jahrod has just managed to obtain the energy necessary to start up an ancient laboratory. Will he be strong enough to crush
Maddox?
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Book 7: The noose is tightening... In this seventh and last volume of Sang des 7 rois, the threat menacing the seven kingdoms
becomes real. Maddox has all the information he needs to invade the planet and also the resources he was lacking previously. His
technological advance and the disunion of his enemies prepare the ground for a manhunt in which Jahrod is the prey. But there’s
no hurry...
Born in 1967, Régis Goddyn is a professor of Art at the University of Amiens. “It was on the train going to work in Villetaneuse that I
started reading fantasy, on the rails to work, five hours a day gobbling up kilometres and pages, a book in my hand and a thermos of coffee in a
bag. I came to know the work of George R.R. Martin, Robin Hobb, Orson Scott Card and Wolfgang Hohlbein..., everything fantasy literature can
offer to comfort a man just sitting on a train early on an icy-cold morning. Then, almost imperceptibly, even though my thermos remained a true
friend, a pen replaced the book in my hand.”

“Indeterminate characters, conspiracies plotted in the shadows, a story drip---fed to retain the sense of mystery, these
are some of the elements which contribute to the success of this first volume. Clearly, Régis Goddyn has a perfect command
of fiction and nurtures atmosphere and characters that are far from being stereotypes of the genre. He gives each one a
strong personality with complex interests, allowing them to develop in a boorish and austere world.”
“Orville and his island, Rosa and her powers, the Guards' military coup... I'm already looking forward to the next part...”
Sandrine Brugot Maillard, Mes imaginaires
“This is an efficient novel and there is suspense right to the end, especially in that, halfway through the novel, there is a twist
that takes us down rather unexpected paths. Especially as we are continually discovering the rules of this world that is
gradually being revealed. Exploits are simply but effectively narrated, which means that we are totally absorbed in this first
book from start to finish.” Stegg, Psychovision
“The world created develops along with the writing as Régis Goddyn finds his feet. Let us end with the cover, created once
again by Yann Tisseron, which plainly stands out from most other contemporary cover art. So, here we have a volume which
has gained in maturity and development since the first, both in content and form.” Elbakin
“The quality of this new saga is now established: the scene has been set and so has the plot and all we have to do is turn the
pages and enjoy as usual. The alternating points of view and the parallel setting of events taking place at the same time but
in different places beat a real rhythm to the narrative and make us really want to read the next chapter.”
“The really positive point is that, now, we can find out more about the ins and outs and implications of each different mini--group linking up with or against each other. It doesn't answer all our questions, but there is enough to satisfy at least part of
our curiosity. There remains a good deal of questions left hanging in the balance, not to mention points raised in this book
which we have to find out about sooner or later. I'm really longing to find out what the third volume has in store for us...” Le
manège de Psylook
“This second volume confirms the qualities of the first and proves to be surprisingly excellent. The story is really enthralling
and fascinating from beginning to end, in the way it offers a cycle that is both classic and modern, avoiding the pitfalls of
being endlessly more sombre and gory. And he doesn't forget to add just a touch of wonder to a very serious story.” Stegg,
Psychovision
“The quasi microscopic details that Régis Goddyn takes pleasure in adding to certain scenes paradoxically gives ampleur to
the project whose intention is to portray a vast world crisscrossed with ancestral conflicts. The confrontations that set
Guardians, rebels, theocrats, magi and ordinary human beings against each other are on the scale of a whole civilisation. So
why not portray a civilisation through a few representatives that are meticulously complex and alive, right to the minutest
of details... Thus the complexity of the mysteries and the surprising nature of certain twists keep up the suspense of a plot
that has clearly been thoroughly worked on.” Mes Imaginaires
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YOUNG ADULT / CROSS
OVER
Yann Rambaud
GASPARD DES PROFONDEURS
(Gaspard From The Depths)

Yann Rambaud
JESSIE DES TÉNÈBRES
(Jessie from the Darkness)
Hachette, August 2016

Hachette, September 2014, 340 pages

A unique story, unprecedented in youth literature, which

◊

An adopted tennage girl
experiences a crisis of identity
and looks for her origins.

◊

A surprising and moving novel.

recounts the quest for a father and the conquest of
oneself.
13-year-old Gaspard dreams… He dreams that his father
comes back, because it has been many weeks since he hasn’t
returned home. So Gaspard decides to leave, without telling
his mother who is very sad.

Jessie is 14. She is having nightmares. Each night, she

However, Gaspard doesn’t leave on his own. On the road, he
meets a travel companion – Honoré – who quickly becomes a
friend, like a double-for-life. And there is also another
companion: this bit of music, the sound of which makes
Gaspard sink into a parallel world of dreams and nightmares
every night. That space is like his other self, with which
Gaspard rubs shoulders, with which he will approach all his
fears, until the last one.

the mystery of her origins.

A mix between a coming-of-age novel, a family saga and an
adventure tale, this novel marks the birth of a new talent.
Yann Rambaud is an educator who spent many years
caring for children in difficult circumstances. A few years ago, he
decided to start looking after adults with mental disabilities
instead. He still does this to this day, and lives with his wife and
his three children near Grenoble. He also was a singer- songwriter
for the French pop-rock group Staël for 12 years.

goes back to a house plunged into darkness. Every room
conceals dreadful secrets, the key to her inner self, and
every door, every riddle, every trial sheds some light on

During the day, she lives other kinds of nightmares. Fully
awake, she suffers from the cruel jokes and mockery of her
classmates. And ever since she found out that her father
and mother are not her natural parents, she cannot help but
wonder… Who was that woman who gave birth to her? Why
didn’t she want to keep and care for her little Jessie?
Fortunately, puncturing Jessie’s darkness, there are also a
few dazzling lights. There is Alice, a spontaneous and
cheerful teenager who drags her every Wednesday through
the most ridiculous ‘loonyness’, to the heart of an
enchanted forest where moles give you your sight back and
frogs know how to count. And then there is Gaspard, a boy
who fascinates her and stirs up her very first feelings of
love…
Yann Rambaud is an educator who spent many years
caring for children in difficult circumstances. A few years ago, he
decided to start looking after adults with mental disabilities
instead. He still does this to this day, and lives with his wife and
his three children near Grenoble. He also was a singer- songwriter
for the French pop-rock group Staël for 12 years.
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Françoise Dargent
AGATHA

Françoise Dargent
LE CHOIX DE RUDI
(Rudi’s Choice)

Hachette, August 2016

Hachette, June 2015, 352 pages

◊

In this fictional biography, we
discover a future writer and learn
a lot about the education of young
girls during the Belle Epoque.

Françoise Dargent sketches with subtlety the outline of
the girl who will become Agatha Christie, the queen of
crime.
Agatha Miller is 14 years old. She’s rather cheerful, has
lots of character, and enjoys life to the fullest. But Agatha
also has a dark side. It is so hard to be curious, ambitious
and creative as a girl in England at the beginning of the 20th
century, where women are still limited to the roles of
homemaker and mother.
Agatha remembers her father, who died too soon, and who
believed in her. He used to say: ‘What imagination, my
Agatha! You should write down your stories…’ Agatha
decides to believe in her dreams. To become a singer. To go
study in Paris. Whatever the costs to their humble
household.
There are also the first flutters of love, the first frights
that face her changing body, and the first literary and
artistic rushes, which lead her to put on paper, tirelessly,
the small details in her life.
Françoise Dargent made her first contribution to the
children book genre in 2013, co-signing the novel MON AMI
JAPPELOUP (My Friend Jappeloup), with Pierre Durand, who won
an Olympic gold medal riding Jappeloup. Ever since, if she isn’t
reviewing books, she’s writing them.
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◊

“A free adaptation of the life of the
‘Tsar’, a narrative in which the
insubordination, passion and
seduction of the dancer pass
through all the pages.” La Vie

November 1961: Soviet Union. Against all odds, Rudi will
write the story of his own life. He’ll make his dream come
true, a dream that will take him first to Moscow, then to
Leningrad and then the world. He will become the worldfamous Rudolf Nureyev…
It’s not a fit night out for man or beast. But Rudi, 13, is
running through the forest to get away from his father, who
went to war and never really came back. A father who
doesn’t know him.
Rudi’s father wanted a chip off the old block: a good old boy
who likes to hunt, and would have a tough, manly job.
But Rudi lives for music and dance. He puts all of his power,
strength and intensity into his steps, his pliés and his
leaps.
“Françoise Dargent nourishes her fiction with a
solid investigation on the childhood and youth of
Rudolf Nureyev, his passion for dance in an incredulous
family, his taste of freedom in a corseted country.” 7
Hebdo
“This novel releases a wild energy, a vital force
that speaks to all generations. Through the youth of
Rudi, the novelist bears a universal and positive
message. That you need to know how to seize the
opportunity or even provoke it. That anything is
possible if, and only if the dream is big. An
extraordinary destiny that gives a raging desire to
realize your passion and live each moment to the
fullest. Rudi’s Choice is an intelligent novel about
passion and freedom. Irresistible.“ MetroNews
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Melissa Bellevigne
PARANOIAS

Hachette, March 2016, 320 pages

◊

An impressive debut novel with
truly powerful writing.

◊

A perfect match for Hachette
Romans’ Black Moon imprint: the
tale includes psychological drama,
a love story and fantastique
horror.

◊

A major marketing campaign

◊

A huge fan base that has already
been won over to her writing.

writing and share her beauty experiences and advice, as well as her
day-to-day maternal life. In April 2015, her second boy was born
and a few months later, the desire to find her characters
resurfaces and she plunges into writing her novels with passion.
Today, Melissa juggles between her jobs as a mother, blogger and a
novelist, for her greatest pleasure.

One woman is the only person who sees him. The other is
the only one who believes her.
Lisa Hermest is a well-known psychiatrist who specializes in
complicated cases. She has been called to St Vincent’s
Clinic, on the outskirts of Paris. She is going to meet her
next patient, Judy Desforêt, who has been committed there
for paranoia and hallucinations. She is five months
pregnant, and has been refusing to eat. From the very first
encounter, the composed young woman facing Lisa displays
exceptional lucidity and discernment. And the more Lisa
gets to know Judy, the more their conversations will rock
the foundations of Lisa’s personal and professional
convictions.
Indeed, conversation after conversation, Judy weaves a
curious tale, both about her search for her roots, in England,
and about Alwyn, an invisible young man who has been stuck
to her like a shadow for as long as she can remember. Lisa,
the expert in lost souls, starts to lose grip, as Judy’s
unsettling story gradually undermines everything she
knows. As the month’s go by and Judy’s due date comes
nearer, truth seems to be slipping ever further from Lisa’s
grasp.
Melissa Bellevigne describes herself as a Beauty-addict
who is also “hooked on words”. Driven by a vivid imagination, she
began to write at a very young age, convinced that one day writing
will be her profession. She wrote the incipit of Paranoia in 2009
when she was only 19 years old. At the birth of her first child, she
has chosen to devote herself fully to her role as a mother and
decided to start a blog, " Golden Wendy " to stay connected with
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Méropée Malo
L’HÉRITIÈRE DES RAEVEN
(The Raeven Heiress)
Bragelonne, 120,000 words per book
1. A Witch Who Didn’t Want To Be A Witch
2. A Witch in her Time
3. A Witch at any Cost (forthcoming in May
2017)

◊

A world of magic, a resourceful
young witch, curses and mythical
creatures!

◊

A tale of forbidden love between
scions of feuding families, à la
Romeo and Juliet.

◊

A successful renewal of the witch
family genre set against a
contemporary backdrop.

Imagine the TV show Charmed set in a French seaside
village...
Assia, nineteen years old and her high school diploma in
hand, heads for home after too many years spent in a
boarding school. Alas, she learns that her mother and her
aunt have been killed in a car accident.
Now all alone in the world, she discovers she is the heiress of
a long line of witches. She must learn to master her magic
powers with only an ancient book of spells as her guide, a
book which is strangely reluctant to give up its secrets...
But Assia is determined to overcome all obstacles and find
out the truth behind the death of her loved ones.
She meets Alec, a young real estate agent with deep blue
eyes and disarming charm who also happens to be the heir of
a rival family. The situation becomes ever more complicated
as the little town of Ysmans, without Assia’s family to
watch over it, suddenly becomes the target of a series of
curses. It is time for the young witch to let loose with her
newfound magic powers!
Méropée Malo’s childhood dream was to be a hunter of
unicorns and a professional chocolate cake taster. Life stepped in
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and she became... a civil servant. She has taken inspiration from
Greek mythology, young adult literature, and TV series to create
her first work, The Raeven Heiress trilogy.
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Silène Edgar
ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA
REINE MARGOT
(Adele and Queen Margot's
Wedding)
Bragelonne, April 2014, 290 pages,

becomes a character in the plot, which is set in the 16th
century.
Adèle is like most girls her age: her parents just don’t get it,
she’d rather hang out with her friends than study… So
when she finds out that she has to read a whole, long book
over her vacation, she’s furious! The offending item is La
Reine Margot, Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de
Valois. But little by little, Adèle gets so caught up in what
she’s reading that the story works its way into her dreams,
and then into her life!
What Adèle sees when she closes her eyes is so much more
exciting than her life as a 21st-century middle-schooler
that she’s getting less and less motivated to wake up. Until
one day, she just doesn’t. Her whole family gathers at her
bedside – even her grandmother, who passed away 6
months earlier – to urge her to come back to the real world,
which she eventually agrees to do.

◊

Sample chapters available in
English!

◊

Rights sold in the Czech Republic
(Albatros)!

◊

ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE
MARGOT gets its main character’s
feelings just right. With a touch of
humor too, it’s sure to please
middle-schoolers.

◊

A novel that intertwines 16 th century history and the daily life
of a 21 st -century teenaged girl,
through the prism of a French
literary masterpiece: Alexandre
Dumas’s MARGUERITE DE VALOIS.

◊

Life at court in the Louvre in
1572, as seen through the eyes of
a modern-day tween girl: parallels
and contrasts between the two
eras (social mores, religion,
medicine and more) make for all
sorts of interesting situations.

◊

A light-hearted, up-to-date style
that echoes today’s teen slang
and addresses tweens’ issues.

Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for
middle school teachers. She was awarded the Prix Gulli 2014 for
best novel, along with her accomplice Paul Beorn, for 14-14, a
novel for middle school readers (ages 10 years and up), whose
rights are sold in Korea (Prunsoop) and Taiwan (Eastern)

What happens when a 13-year-old girl has to read a very
long novel for school (Alexandre Dumas’s LA REINE
MARGOT)? To her own surprise, she winds up getting into
the book literally! She becomes a character in the plot,
which is set in the 16th century.
A 13-year-old girl has to read a very long novel for school:
Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de Valois. To her own
surprise, she winds up getting into the book… literally! She
29
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Guillaume Benech
WILLIAM CLARCK 1

Michel Lafon, September 2016, 304 pages

◊

Entry into the world of hackers,
inspired by real deeds, as the
author has hacked his own school
more than once.

◊

French and British secret services
as seen through the eyes of a 15year-old boy, who will prove to be
cleverer than they.

◊

A straightforward and efficient
style, punctuated with technical
details about computer systems
and hacking, as well as broader
international cultural references.

At age 16, Guillaume Benech, a talented young author, has
drawn inspiration from his own experience as a hacker for
this story in which a teenager uses his hacking skills to
save his father, a secret-service agent, from falling into a
trap laid by an old enemy.
William Clarck, 15, often hacks his high school’s computers
to help out his friends whose cell phones have been
confiscated. But when his mother is murdered, his father
admits his true profession: secret agent. When his father
sets out to find the killer, a sworn enemy of his called
Rorschach, William and his best friend, Zoë, who is known for
her recklessness, decide to get involved. Taking advantage
of his computer skills, they will track Rorschach, even if it
means getting in MI6’s way. They expose a plot against the
Clarck family, working out who is pulling the strings… and
it’s not the man who murdered William’s mother. In fact, an
old girlfriend of William’s dad still has it in for him and wants
revenge. She did try to kill William during the investigation,
but she isn’t the one who killed William’s mother. So William
is still looking for his mother’s killer, while in the meantime,
the French secret services want to hire him.
A tale of action and espionage that highlights the
characters’ intelligence rather than their brute strength.
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Guillaume Benech is a 16-year-old author. He has been
writing since he was a child, and founded his own publishing house,
L’Petit Mardi, staffed entirely by teens, in order to publish his own
work. This, his third novel, whose hacking theme was inspired by his
own skills, is being published by Michel Lafon.
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Luc Blanvillain
LE MONDE SELON WALDEN
(The World According To
Walden)

Emma Daumas
SUPERNOVA

Éditions Scrinéo, October 2016, 160 pages

◊

Walden: an eccentric and endearing
teenager who stands for a positive
and empowering image of being
different.

◊

A story about the influence and
risks of social networks and the
star system.

◊

A tale intertwining atypical
characters, exceptional situations
and lessons in self-confidence.

In a world where being different is often not accepted,
Walden will become an internet star and a role model.
Walden is not your average teen. He likes axolotls and wears
the strangest clothes; his girlfriend is hardly model
material, and his best best friend chases intra-terrestrials.
All of which means that he’s not exactly the most popular
boy in school, but he’s happy. His classmates sometimes
try to bully him, but he has an unbeatable response: he sings
an opera aria.
One day, a schoolmate films one of those bizarre scenes and
posts it on line, where it goes viral. A former child star
whose fame is fading takes Walden under his wing, turning
him into a teen idol. Walden becomes THE person to follow
and to try to be like. Overwhelmed by his sudden fame,
Walden attempts awkwardly to use it to do good: to help
save the planet and to make a world closer to his own image.
But when he attracts on-line enemies, the situation soon
spins out of control. The life of the girl he loves is at risk.

◊

No fake suspense in this story: the
violent extinction of fame is
planned from the very beginning.

◊

We are dealing with the initiation
of a teenager to the adult world in
the most cynical and exciting way.
An accelerating formation
that inevitably leads to the death
of illusions.

This is the story of Annabelle, sixteen years old, a lovely
singer from the country and her avatar- Bella - born from
her participation to Starcatcher, a famous TV show which
helps teenagers to promptly become famous.
Love and seduction, narcissism and self-respect are
confusingly close. In such a world, how will Annabelle succeed
to find the path to true light, her inner light?
In 2014, Emma Daumas met editor Jean-Paul Arif. He
urged her to start writing a novel which would be based on
her personal experience of reality-tv.
SUPERNOVA comes from a long thought about the
consequences and effect of what had been such a disruption
of her entire life.
In 2002, Emma Daumas participated in « la StarAcademy », a music contest’s tv-show. Then, three albums came
out at Polydor. She also published a disk-book for children. She
finally settled down in Provence and started a family. In 2012, she
starts writing new songs. She writes, performes and multiplies
artistic’s adventures as far as contemporary art.

Passionate about reading Luc Blanvillain is a professor of
literature and the author of mainly children’s and young-adult
novels. A prolific writer, his books have been published by many
different houses: Milan poche, Plon, L’école des loisirs, Le Seuil,
Hachette. LE MONDE SELON WALDEN is his second novel
published by Scrineo.
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Manon Fargetton
AUSSI LIBRES QU’UN RÊVE
(Free as a Dream)
Bragelonne, May 2016, 194 pages

Bragelonne, November 2016, 60,000 words

◊

Rights sold: Korea (reverted, Sun
& Tree).

◊

An original standalone about
artificial intelligence.

◊

A dystopia in line with major
young-adult bestsellers, for ages
10 +.

◊

A text that tackles the topic of
bullying at high school.

◊

A novel with wide appeal, about
ambiguous friendships between
boys and girls.

◊

A political story about injustice
and equal rights.

◊

The fine, lively writing style of an
up-and-coming author.

◊

Prix Chronos

◊

Prix Ruralivre en Nord Pas de
Calais.

◊

Prix des collégiens de l’Estuaire

◊

Prix Jacaranda.

When birthdates determine one’s place in society,
radically different fates may await two sisters
At the end of the 21st century, the Birthdate law tells you
which job you’ll get. If you’re born in January, you can have
your dream job: actor, singer, anything is possible. Born in
December you’re at the bottom of the barrel!
Minöa and Silnëi are twin sisters born several minutes
apart the night of the 31st of December – the first at
11:58 p.m. and the second at 12:07 a.m.! The tyranny of
Birthdates promises them radically different destinies, but
that won’t stop them from joining forces to battle injustice
and the established order. They find help from Kléano, rebel
singer in a rock group who may be more important to
overthrowing the dictatorship than he would ever know...
Because some secrets are well-kept, and President Wallow
may have bypassed his own law in order to grant his son all
the advantages of a noble birth.
Manon Fargetton, equally at ease with fantasy, thrillers,
and young-adult fiction (a winner of the Grand Prix du Journal de
Mickey 2014), is firmly set on making her own literary path, with
all the finesse and imagination that characterize her writing style.
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Olivier Gay
FAUX FRÈRE, VRAI SECRET
(Wrong Brother, Real Secret)

Léa’s new adopted brother seems way too gifted to be
only human... and to remain unnoticed
One night, Léa’s father tells her something that will change
her life. A couple of friends have passed away, and their
sixteen-year-old son, Mike, is coming to live with them. He
will sleep in the bedroom next to hers, share her bathroom,
and attend her high school!
Her father also asks Léa to let him know about any
«strange» behavior... Now she’s a babysitter at high school.
In other words, her peaceful life is over. Mike is extremely
gifted – he runs faster than an Olympic sprinter and can
solve university level mathematical theorems. As a result,
he attracts the attention of those Léa has always
struggled to avoid, and now the class bullies are going to
make their life hell.
Léa will confront a barrage of problems. But she is also
determined to uncover all the secrets of this too talented
«brother»...
Olivier Gay, born in Grenoble in 1979, is a French writer
of crime, fantasy and horror novels, for both adults and young
adults.
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Andoryss Mel
L’ARCHITECTIVE
(The Architective)
Bragelonne, June 2016, 350 pages

◊

An investigation traveling through
centuries in search of mysterious
relics.

◊

An original and fascinating power:
the ability to see the soul of
places.

◊

Adventures, conspiracies, and a
secret brotherhood, all against
the backdrop of family, friendship,
and teenage stories.

◊

A cross between Sherlock Holmes
and Darkest Powers by Kelley
Armstrong.

Knowing the history and secrets of a house simply by
entering it doesn’t make him weird... Or does it?
Everyone can tell you that Armand, age fifteen, is like any
other teenager. Clever, headstrong, and perhaps a bit shy,
but not weird. And yet, Armand has inherited a gift from his
father. When he enters a house, he can dive into the soul of
the building, reading its memories, injuries, hidden rooms,
and every last secret. The walls remember, and they tell
their story to those who know how to listen.
The life of an Architective is far from being restful, so
between two investigations Armand tries to lead a normal
life at high school. But add to that an absentee father, a
secret organization, and a suspicious new classmate, and
the worries have only just begun!
Armand has no choice. He is the only one able to find traces
of the lost relics everyone covets. So to hell with normal!
Andoryss Mel is a devoted fan of imaginary worlds that
inspire her: Miyazaki, Clamp, Michael Ende, Lewis Carroll and J.M.
Barrie. She began her career writing scenarios for bande dessinée
and has now published several middle-grade and YA novels.
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Carina Rozenfeld
ZALIM

Éditions Scrinéo, October 2016, 300 pages

◊

A story brimming with political
conspiracies, secret loves and
blood-curdling battles.

◊

Female characters with strong,
feminist personalities, who shape
their own fates.

◊

More intriguing volumes to come.

◊

Pour mémoire, Le Feu secret a été
vendu au Royaume-Uni et
Commonwealth (Little, Brow /
Atom), en Allemagne (Oetinger), en
Pologne (Otwarte), au Brésil
(Rocco), au Portugal (Livraria
Civilizacao Editora), en Turquie
(Pegasus Yayinlari), en Thaïlande
(Pran Publishing) et en Amérique
latine hispanophone (V&R
Editoras).

In a medieval-seeming setting with a steam-punk touch,
two neighboring kingdoms surrounded by fjords have
been waging merciless war.
After 500 years of war, the end is near and one kingdom is
about to fall under a siege. To avoid seeing its population
decimated and its culture wiped out, it has no choice but to
use the ultimate weapon: a demon. The decision is a very
risky one, however, because it will unleash dark forces that
are beyond anyone’s control. The demon blindly slashes,
demolishes and mutilates whatever it encounters, without
distinction of uniform or nationality. What’s worse is that in
order to perform its evil deeds, it must take possession of
a human body and soul, without that person realizing what
has happened.
Everyone wonders who the host body is as the ever bloodier
and more horrifying massacres pile up. The revelation will
take place during a ball, shocking everyone. The demon chose
the princess, the king’s beloved, pampered daughter and
heir to the throne. She is forced to flee to protect her
people, but that may not suffice, because the demon’s
ascendancy over her is growing…
34

Carina Rozenfeld is a prolific author of young-adult
novels in the science-fiction, fantasy and imaginary genres. She is
best known for LE LIVRE DES ÂMES (The Book of Souls), the first
volume of her LA QUÊTE DES LIVRES-MONDE (The Quest for
World-Books), in Editions Intervista’s Cinémascope collection,
edited by Luc Besson. Her popularity is booming, and her she has
won numerous literary prizes.
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Gabriel Katz
LE PUITS DES MÉMOIRES
(The Well of Memory)
1. The Hunt (may 2012)
2. The Son of the Moon (october 2012)
3. Lands of Crystal (march 2013)

◊

Prix des Imaginales 2013, Best French Novel

Three men wake up in the fragments of a damaged prison trolley in the mountain. None of them has a hint of memory of their
names, their past, the reason why they find them setting here, wearing rags in an unknown country. On their footsteps is a
horde of warriors coming from the other side of the world, which will injure and kill in the whole kingdom in order to find
them.

Marie Pavlenko
LE LIVRE DE SASKIA
(The Saskia’s book)
1. The Awakening (may 2011)
2. The Test (march 2012)
3. Enkidare (october 2013)

◊

English samples available

A teenage girl penetrate an enchanted universe, making others accept her, avoids the traps that her enemies set for her,
meets her real parents, and fight sagainst conspiracy and danger to accomplish her destiny.
35

Patrick Mc Spare and Oliver Peru
HAUTS CONTEURS
(High Storytellers)
1. The Voice of Kings (October 2010)
2. The Vampire (February 2011)
3. Heart of Moon (M ay 2011)
4. 13 Damned (November 2011)
5. Black Death (November 2012)

◊

English samples available

◊

Full press file available!

During the 12th century, the High Storytellers who are some prestigious adventurers and troubadours browse the kingdoms
of Europe in search of mysteries to solve, stories to find and tell. They look for the truth which is hidden behind rumors,
superstitions and legends.

Aurélie Wellenstein
LA MORT DU TEMPS
(The Death of Time)
Scrineo, May 2017, 304 pages

◊

A teenager’s journey of selfdiscovery to save the world, set in
a post-apocalyptic France.

◊

Characters from different eras,
who have all been uprooted in one
way or another, but who weave
bonds of true friendship.

◊

A striking, in-your-face style that
confronts us with the violence and
terror present in a very wellcrafted post-apocalyptic world.

In a post-apocalyptic setting, a teen tries to save the
world, unless she’s actually causing the destruction….
A temporal quake has laid waste to the Earth, wiping out
much of the world’s population and shaking up time periods.
Callista is the only survivor in a devastated Paris, where
2,000 years of architecture have been smashed together.
With her landmarks overturned, the young woman has just
one hope: finding her best friend, who stayed in the
countryside, alive. Callista has no choice but to set off on
foot for a long journey, chased by the quake’s monstrous
aftershocks, which seem to be following her, determined to
destroy her. If she stops or even slows down, the cataclysm
will swallow her up. Alongside some strange companions who
have emerged from different centuries, she will do whatever
it takes to escape the chaos.
Aurélie Wellenstein, award-wining author of two previous
fantasy-fiction novels, is at the height of her powers here,
with this violent, dazzling and terrifying tale.
Aurélie Wellenstein lives outside of Paris. Her favorite
genre is fantasy, preferably of the strange and upsetting variety.
Le Roi des fauves (The King of the Fauves), published by Scrineo in
2015, won the Prix des Halliennales and was selected for the Prix
Elbakin, Imaginales des Lycéens, Révélation Futuriales, Lire en
Seine, Prix des Imaginales and the Grand Prix de l'Imaginaire (GPI).
Les Loups chantants (The Singing Wolves), published by Scrineo en
2016, won the Prix Elbakin and has been selected for both the Prix
du roman contemporain de Poitiers and the Prix Imaginales des
Collégiens.

JUVENILE / MIDDLE GRADE

JUVENILE / MIDDLE GRADE
Gilles Paris
L’ÉTÉ DES LUCIOLES
(Firefly Summer)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, January 2014, 224 pages

houses. All sorts of enigmas surround the twins, who are in
fact dead – they drowned years before. Victor eventually
finds out that they were friends of his father, and that they
have come to try to help his dad come to terms with this
tragic episode. Victor’s dad comes to join them at
Roquebrune, and winds up jumping into the water during a
violent storm to save Victor and Gaspard. Having found
peace at last, he spends the rest of the summer with his
wife and children, to Victor’s delight.
Gilles Paris makes us feel like kids again with this
charmingly naïve and poetic tale enlivened by
Victor’s free- wheeling imagination.
Gilles Paris wrote PAPA ET MAMAN SONT MORTS
(1991), AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE COURGETTE (2002), and AU
PAYS DES KANGOUROUS (2012) that have been translated into
several languages. His stories, which are always written from the
point of view of a little boy, are a veritable ode to childhood.

◊

Rights sold in: Germany (Berlin
Verlag)

◊

A worrisome, almost Gothic
atmosphere, with abandoned beach
houses, séances, extraordinary
natural phenomena and a wild sea
setting the backdrop for young
Victor’s adventures.

◊

A daring idea and an unusual point
of view – a nine-year-old boy’s take
on the often opaque world of
adults – makes for a touching tale
for both adults and young teens.

◊

A story that offers a new look at
blended families.

◊

It’s impossible not to fall under
the charm of Victor, an intelligent
and attentive little boy with a
sense of humor and a lot of
imagination, and who is learning
about both love and friendship.

Victor, age 9, recounts his summer on the French Riviera:
an invasion of fireflies, pretty Justine and above all, the
strange twins. Victor has to be brave enough to help the
truth win out over family secrets and supernatural events.

Victor, his two moms and his sister spend every summer on
the Riviera, in an apartment that belongs to his dad, who
refuses to join them, since he’s haunted by demons from the
past. One summer, strange things happen: fireflies swarm
at night, storms come crashing down, and most of all,
Victor and his friends Justine and Gaspard meet a pair of
twins on the old Customs path. The twins convince them to
come along on clandestine visits to abandoned beach
38
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Gilles Paris
AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE
COURGETTE
(Autobiography of a Zucchini)

◊

It came in 3 rd in the international
press’s list of best films at the
2016 Cannes Film Festival.

◊

Rights to the film are already sold
in Italy, South Korea, Hungary,
Middle East, Vietnam, Sweden,
Romania, Turkey, Taiwan, United
States

◊

Ongoing offers to the film from:
Germany, Denmark, Norway,
England.

◊

Placed in a foster home, Zucchini
learns about friendship and young
love. With both sidesplitting
laughter and a few tears, naivety
and emotion, a novel about learning
about life.

Plon, October 2016, 224 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Germany (Knaus),
China (People’s Literature Publ.
House), Korea (Yolimwom
Publishing Co.), Spain (Maeva
Ediciones), Italy (Edizioni Piemme
S.p.A), Japan (Popular Publishing
Co. Ltd.), Lithuania (Alma Littera),
Poland (Swiat), Czech Republic
(Baobab), Greece (Diamantis),
Bulgaria (Colibri), Sweden (GRATE
Bokförlag).

◊

200,000 copies sold!

◊

Shortlisted for the Oscars in the
Foreign Language Film category for
the 89 th Academy Awards. Eightyfive films had originally been
considered in the category.

◊

Selected for the famous Sundance
Film Festival, the largest
independent film festival in the
United States.

◊

The movie has also been recognized
by the European Film Awards (held
in Wroclaw/Poland this year) as
the year’s best European animated
feature.

◊

Awarded the 2016 Frankfurt Book
Fair prize for the best
international film adaptation in
the category “kids and young
adults”.

◊

The film made headlines during the
Cannes Film Festival: TF1’s
evening news, Le Point magazine, Le
Parisien newspaper, Elle, Télérama
and more.

A new edition of the novel for the release of the animated
film, a hit at the most recent Cannes Film Festival!
Zucchini is an intriguing nickname for a 9-year-old boy.
Although his unique story is surprisingly universal: after his
mother’s sudden death, Zucchini is befriended by a kind
police officer Raymond, who accompanies Zucchini to his
new foster home filled with other orphans his age. At first
Zucchini struggles to find his place in this strange, at
times, hostile environment. Yet with Raymond’s help and his
newfound friends, Zucchini eventually learns to trust, finds
true love and at last a new family of his own.
Born in the suburbs of Paris in 1959, Gilles Paris has
been working in communication and event-planning for over 20
years. His first novel PAPA ET MAMAN SONT MORTS (Mom and
Dad are Dead), came out in 1991. It was followed by:
AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE COURGETTE (Autobiography of a Zucchini,
2002); AU PAYS DES KANGOUROUS (In the Land of Kangaroos,
2012), which won several literary prizes, and L’ÉTÉ DES LUCIOLES
(The Firefly Summer, 2014).
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Paul Beorn
UN OGRE EN CAVALE
(Ogre on the Run)
Bragelonne, March 2016, 288 pages

In this frantic race, Jeanne will make friends with a ghost
princess, meet goblins with a strange hobbie, fight against
nougat gargoyles and prevent an evil Comtess to control
Earth. UN OGRE EN CAVALE is a thrilling novel, playing with
references from the fantastic and adventure genres,
comical situations and surprising twists and turns.
Paul Beorn vowed once to become ‘the most exciting
writer in the whole wide world’. With all the solemnity a 5-year-old
could manage. Since then, he committed to keep that promise and
has already written several adult fantasy, YA and middle-grade
novels which have earned him numerous awards. He already
published 14-14 (rights sold in Lithuania) awarded by the Prix
Gulli.

◊

An engaging main character in
which numerous young girls can
identify; at the crossroad between
childhood and adolescence, torn
between staying who she is and
what society wants her to be,
unconfident about her feminity and
physique and full of childhood
dreams.

◊

A novel which broaches subjects
like the lack of self-confidence,
bullying and first love.

◊

A gripping race around the most
iconic places of Paris: the
cathedral of Notre Dame of Paris,
the Louvres Museum, the Place
Vendome and the Galeries
Lafayette.

◊

A story that is likely to be
developed in several volumes.

Being the last person on Earth to believe in magic is not
particularly relaxing, Jeanne can't say otherwise...
While she's at the hospital, in the coma, a rude, terrifying
and extremely repugnant ogre slips into her room, steals
her heart and runs away, destroying everything in his path.
Then, a man dressed as a musketeer and a talking cat use
her body as a gate to enter her world and go into search of
the monster without thanking her or even showing her any
sign of gratitude. Jeanne's chances of survival are tiny, but
staying at the hospital waiting for her death is not an
option. Despite the danger, this combative and determined
girl enters an epic chase against the ogre to get her heart
back, at all costs. On this terrific adventure, she teams up
with the cat, which appears to be an attractive teenage boy
able to shift shape. When she retrieves her heart, she can't
hide her feelings for the young man anymore and she leaves
everything behind to follow him in his world.
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Silène Edgar
LES LETTRES VOLÉES
(Stolen Letters)

Maxence Fermine
LE SYNDROME DU PAPILLON
(The butterfly syndrome)

Bragelonne, May 2016, 300 pages

Michel Lafon, October 2016, 288 pages

◊

A dive into the childhood of a
famous character surrounded by
major figures who have left their
mark on history.

◊

Excerpts from the letters give
rhythm to the narrative.

◊

An exceptional and fascinating
context: the famous château de
Vaux-le-Vicomte and French court
life during the 17 th -century.

Under the Sun King, one teenage girl’s search for identity
in the merciless world of nobility
Françoise is the daughter of the Marquise de Sévigné,
whose thinking and prose have enchanted the French court.
The young woman has been invited to her first dinner with
nobles, where she must dazzle everyone with both her
vivacity and beauty. Intimidated by the idea of meeting Jean
de la Fontaine and Madame de La Fayette, the young girl
commits a faux-pas. Furious, her mother is prepared to
instil in her once again all the rules of morality and good
manners. What rotten luck!
But when she is sent to the château of the famous
Fouquet, she is given the opportunity to make her start in
the world. She will also learn that her perfect mother is
hiding a secret that must be kept under wraps at all costs.
Navigating her way through malicious gossip, scheming, and
compliments with double meanings, the young Mademoiselle
de Sévigné will lead an investigation and find the traces of a
compromising paper that might prove the existence of a
liaison between her mother and Fouquet... Could he be
Françoise’s secret father?
Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for
middle school teachers. She was awarded the Prix Gulli 2014 for
best novel, along with her accomplice Paul Beorn, for the middlegrade novel 14-14.

◊

The success of the first of
Maxence Fermine’s children’s
trilogy, La Petite Marchande de
rêves, which received critical
acclaim from reviewers and young
readers alike, with over 30,000
copies (three volumes) sold in
hardback and 15,000 in
paperback!

◊

A contemporary romance that will
delight John Green fans.

Hugo Mars, 17, is a teenager with a difference. Afflicted by
a strange condition, the butterfly syndrome – a
neurological disorder that means he cannot make choices
– he is committed to a psychiatric hospital after a severe
episode of depression.
But life is sometimes surprising. Because it is in this
establishment with its difficult reputation that he has the
most beautiful meeting of his life. With the flamboyant,
outlandish Morgane Saint James, a girl with red hair and
piercing green eyes who is interested only in geniuses.
Hugo immediately falls under her charm and thanks to her
gradually regains his love of live. However, she suddenly
leaves the hospital one day without leaving a forwarding
address. Hugo decides to find her, whatever the cost and
there then follows a mad odyssey through Paris in search of
this wild flower that has tamed his heart.
Maxence Fermine is, among other works, the author of
the cult book Neige [« Snow »] and the children’s trilogy La Petite
Marchande de rêves [“The Little Dream Merchant”], La Poupée de
porcelaine [“The Porcelain Doll”] and La Fée des glaces [“The IceCream Fairy”]. Le Syndrome du papillon, his first book for
teenagers, is an out-of-the-ordinary love story featuring two
characters who have been battered by life.
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Luc Blanvillain
DANS LE COEUR D’ALICE
(Alice’s Heart)
Hachette, November 2013, 448 pages

Reminiscent of the international best-seller Ensemble

c’est tout by Anna Gavalda, a sensible and intelligent
comedy written with humor and a dynamic, lively style.
There are a lot of people in 17-year-old Alice’s heart.
First off, there’s her mother Sylvaine (Sy), who passed
away in 2010 following a ruptured aneurysm. Then there’s
her father, Xavier, a talented writer who lacks inspiration
since Sy’s death.
In Alice’s heart, there’s also Edouard, her best friend who
could fall in love with her. And there’s also Hubert, the
neighbor. Some people say he’s crazy, others say he’s
mentally challenged.
In Alice’s heart there’s Leopold, who loves Alice. And there’s
Julie too, who could be her ideal best friend.
And then there’s Jonas, Julie’s boyfriend, with whom Alice
immediately falls in love.
There’s also Sybille, Julie’s sister, a journalist who is
suffering from a tyrannical boss and who sees in Xavier her
professional rescue… and perhaps more…
And then there is Lea, Sybille’s three and a half-year-old
daughter, who soon seems to become friends with Hubert.
As Edouard says it so well, this story is a model of
clarity… Indeed, since all these “inextricable” situations
are linked by Luc Blanvillain’s pen. A pen full of humor,
emotion and imagination, which delights and gives life to
Alice’s Heart.
Luc Blanvillain was born in Poitiers in 1967. He
discovered his passion for reading and writing when he was only a
young boy. After studying literature, he became a French teacher
and continued to write. He published his first novel for adults with
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Quespire Editeur in 2008. He then turned to children's literature,
eager to regain the thrill he experienced from the great
storytellers he devoured as a child, including Jules Verne and
Alexandre Dumas. Each of his novels explores a genre, often quite
codified, that he diverts: the crime novel, the adventure novel, the
romantic comedy…

Lester Agency / Bologna 2017 / YA

Catherine Kalengula
PICK-UP LOVE

Hachette, 2012, 224 pages

Catherine Kalengula
London Fashion (2 titles)
Hachette, 2008, | 240 & 216 pages

A genuine, light-hearted novel about a true friendship and

◊

A talented heroine.

a holiday fling. A unique layout includes recipes,

◊

A spark of madness.

postcards and emails to express what long sentences

◊

A trendy city.

◊

Complicated love stories.

◊

Mix all of these and you will have
two sweet and spicy novels,
directed by Catherine Kalengula,
an author with a tone both fresh
and sharp!

cannot always say.
Every summer, Judith visits her aunt in Ireland with her
childhood friends, Chloé and Melvil. But this year, a storm is
brewing.
At the last minute, Melvil decides not to come. Chloé acts
so sullen and cold that she might as well not be there. And
to make matters worse, Judith has to go to work every
morning at the local coffee shop.
One thing is certain: this will be the worst summer of their
lives. Afterwards, nothing will ever be the same. And that
strange boy with his rusty old pick-up is not about to
convince Judith otherwise…

The Stylish Diary of a Fashion
Addict
Savannah, 14, moves to London with her mother who has
decided to change her life. Savannah’s dreams come true in
this city where fashion is just like tea: an institution!
For Savannah wants to become a stylist. With her talent,
her sturdy character and her two new friends, Savannah
sets out to conquer the catwalks! Between her job as a
stylist assistant, her new boyfriend and her friends,
Savannah does not know which way to turn.

The (Even More) Stylish Diary
of a Fashion Addict
Fashion, love and small worries: Samantha won’t have the
time to be bored in the city where everything is possible!
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Marion Olharan
COUP DE BLUSH À MILAN
(Milan Blush)
Bragelonne, March 2017, 75,000 words

◊

The dark underside of the beauty
business, depicted with delightful
humour similar to that of The Devil
Wears Prada.

◊

Romance and escapism with Milan,
Paris and Italy’s dramatic Cinque
Terre coast as a backdrop .

◊

A story about the vicious
competition women often face in
the workplace.

Working for a major European luxury cosmetics brand: the
height of glamour? Maybe not...
Lisa is a 28-year-old Frenchwoman working in Milan for a
luxury cosmetics brand. She’s totally devoted to her career
and throws herself into developing a new range of beauty
products.
She’s devastated when the promotion she so dearly wants
goes to a rival, Gabriele Dante Visconti. Gabriele may have
the name of an angel, but he also has the temperament of a
demon. Lisa is still reeling from bitter disappointment when
she learns her father has died. She travels back to Paris for
his funeral. While there she gets back together with her
first love, Clément. When she returns to Milan she’s
determined to take revenge on her rival. No more nice
Signorina Lisa!
But she’s bewildered to find that Gabriele has completely
changed, and is now all smiles and ever so helpful. Lisa
however sees this as a trick to yet again steal the show
from her. Blinded by ambition and determined to let no- one
stand in her way, she must decide if advancing her career is
worth missing out on the love of her life.
Marion Olharan is a former employee of L’Oréal. Milan
Blush is her first novel.
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NON FICTION
Michel Séonnet
L’HOMME QUI ALLAIT DEVENIR
PAPE
(The Man Who Would Become
Pope Francis(
Hachette, April 2015, 208 pages

◊

Between essay and fiction, a novel
approach of a pope unlike the
others.

March 2012. Flight from Buenos Aires to Rome.12 hours
separating two continents. 12 hours during which Cardinal
Jorge Bergoglio reflects on his life as a man anchored in
faith, in history, and in the world.
During this journey, the author slips into the plane to sit
next to the man who, upon his arrival in Rome, would become
Pope Francis. From Buenos Aires to Rome, the time of one
flight, we are given the portrait of Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio,
the man who became the 266th pope of the Roman Catholic
Church.
“When the flight took off he took out his rosary. Was there
anything better he could have done at that moment than
confiding to Virgin Mary all the thoughts that beset him and
which everyone he had met since the announcement of
Benedict XVI’s resignation had told him: yes, it was very
possible that he would become pope and that he’d never
return to Buenos Aires.”
Born in 1953 in Nice, Michel Séonnet draws on themes
for his novels and essays that are connected to his family history:
World War II, the Mediterranean Sea, and the Christian faith.
Previously published by Gallimard, he is also in charge of numerous
public creative writing initiatives with people in need: those who
live in working-class areas, who are homeless or disabled.
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Jean-Jacques Sempé
SINCÈRES AMITIÉS
Denoël, October, 2015, 250 color and black &
white illustrations

because he ranks it as one of the most fundamental
human feelings he goes on to demonstrate how it relies
mostly on rare and invaluable moments of grace.
When asked to define what constitutes the basis of
friendship, Jean-Jacques Sempé bursts into laughter, and
kindly makes fun of the question, as if his sense of decency
prevented him from using such a formidable word...
In contrast, his drawings have always dwelled upon the pact,
most often implicit, that bounds two friends together.
Whether friendship feeds on secret acquaintances (Raoul
Taburin), shared conditions (Marcellin Caillou), or the
suffering of a third party (Monsieur Lambert), it always
thrives on rituals that lay the foundation of affinity. Joyous
kids walking side by side, ladies on their bikes, men chatting
in a bistro, they all tell the same tale of how precious
friendship is, and how difficult it is to achieve lasting
harmony.

◊

UK (Phaidon/ World English
Rights), Germany (Diogenes) ,
Korea (Open Books), China (China
Citic).

◊

Featuring plenty of previously
unpublished material, Sempé’s
beautiful album celebrates
friendship with the talent, tender
subtlety and wit that has already
made him world famous.

In this new album, Sempé questions with mischievous
and sagacious kindness the many rules that govern
friendship, and uses his sense of humour to hide the fact
that this is a most serious matter. His assessment is
luminous: stuck between vanity and pretension, adult
friendship is vulnerable and crumbly. And precisely
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“There’s nothing easy about friendship. It requires
discretion, dedication and decency”. Jean-Jacques Sempé
confides in the lengthy interview that opens this book. And
the drawings that follow (among which many are previously
unpublished) demonstrate his statement, whilst also
offering lucid insights into the unfathomable mystery of our
most secret emotions.
Sempé’s albums are published all around the world: Germany
(Diogenes), UK and US (Phaidon), Italy (Donzelli), China
(China Citic), Korea (Open Books), etc.
Jean-Jacques Sempé was born in Bordeaux in 1932. His
rich career began in the 1960s and would give rise to more than
thirty albums and characters as legendary as Little Nicholas
(along with Goscinny), Marcellin Caillou, and Raoul Taburin. Over
time, he has become one of the most famous and popular artists in
the world.
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